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ABSTRACT

Source and target word segmentation and alignment is a primary step in the statistical learning of a Transliteration. Here, we analyze the benefit of a syllable-like segmentation approach for learning a transliteration from English to an Indic language, which aligns the training set word pairs in terms of sub-syllable-like units instead of individual character units. While this has been found useful in the case of dealing with Out-of-vocabulary words in English-Chinese in the presence of multiple target dialects, we asked if this would be true for Indic languages which are simpler in their phonetic representation and pronunciation. We expected this syllable-like method to perform marginally better, but we found instead that even though our proposed approach improved the Top-1 accuracy, the individual-character-unit alignment model somewhat outperformed our approach when the Top-10 results of the system were re-ranked using language modeling approaches. Our experiments were conducted for English to Telugu transliteration (our method will apply equally well to most written Indic languages); our training consisted of a syllable-like segmentation and alignment of a large training set, on which we built a statistical model by modifying a previous character-level maximum entropy based Transliteration learning system due to Kumaran and Kellner; our testing consisted of using the same segmentation of a test English word, followed by applying the model, and re-ranking the resulting top 10 Telugu words. We also report the dataset creation and selection since standard datasets are not available.

1. INTRODUCTION

Transliteration finds application in various Natural Language Processing applications like Machine Translation, Mono lingual as well as Cross lingual information retrieval. It has been used for various scenarios like named entity recognition [5], [19], [13], cross lingual spelling variation detection [15], [4], text input [14], [23], etc.

There are different approaches to transliteration. The more obvious one (rule-based) for source and target languages that have a compact alphabet and fairly simple pronunciation is a manually created set of Transliteration rules between a finite set of 'segments' of the source and target.
languages. This expert defined segmentation can be based on simple characters in the two alphabets or natural phonetic segments (based on CV, CVC model) - the mapping rules however have to take into account the context (the prior few and the next few segments) of a source word segment (due to pronunciation context, etc.), making the task of defining the rules quite difficult (in fact, this rule-based approach is followed in many English-to-Indic Transliterator available freely today); The rule-set should be such that every possibility can be properly captured in the rules, making the process cumbersome, and language and expert dependent. The other option is to learn the rules from carefully constructed training sets (which is perhaps an easier task) using machine learning approaches- these approaches aim to automate the process of discovering the rule-set from the training data and if the training set has sufficient generalization and if the approach is robust, then this approach can succeed and hope to even better an expert created set of rules: clearly the method must be good at discovering and weighting the multiple and perhaps context-sensitive mappings between source and target segment sets. Where experts at rule-set creation are lacking, the statistical approach may be the only recourse to coming up with a good transliteration, making this language agnostic approach easy to use by non-experts. Especially in a domain like web search where the search terms are used by even native speakers with multiple written variations for the same phonetic intent, it goes without saying that all relevant variations of the source word must be discovered, matched, and ranked based on various criteria including contextual and statistical ones, making the statistical discovery approach the more viable one. In this paper, we take this machine learnt approach (using the maximum entropy method), with the segmentation and alignment during training based on a natural CV, CVC model, and we use the same segmentation during testing.

In contrast to the syllabic method that we follow here, learning the alignment at the individual character or grapheme level purely from data has been studied before [9], and while it does not have the highest accuracy, it is robust, language agnostic, and does not require rule experts. On the other hand, learning the alignment at our phonetic segment level has also been studied for English-Chinese [2]. Our basic question about this syllabic method was "does it help Indic languages?" This question becomes more interesting because Indic languages have a "alpha-syllabary", where vowel inflections of a basic consonant sound in the source word (e.g. the English segments 'ka' and 'ki') are represented as vowel diacritic symbol next to the basic consonant symbol. This is easily mapped into a target Unicode sequence which has the Unicode element for the 'k' sound preceded or succeeded by the Unicode element for the appropriate vowel diacritic (it helps to think of vowels in Latin and generally western scripts as performing the same diacritic symbol role, but in a split way and reconstructed the same way cognitively - that is, the 'ka' would be rendered as two graphemes in English but as a single grapheme in the target Indian language). The question for an Indic language then becomes one of whether learning this mapping at our larger syllable-like segment level would be able to beat the more atomic grapheme level mapping (note that context - that is, previous i and next j segment windows - plays a role in learning the mapping both in [9] and ours, regardless of the difference in training pairs). Where the languages are not as simple and do not have alpha-syllabaries (e.g. the dialect scenario encountered in the prior English-Chinese work [2]), the authors have to use more involved phonetic segmentation to agglomerate the source symbols. This summarizes what is easy about statistically learning a English->Indic mapping. The harder perhaps counter-intuitive part is our main result of this paper: shifting up the learning from grapheme level to a subsyllable-like segment level does not appear to provide significant additional benefit for Indian languages, at least for similar training set sizes. Note that our approach is not based on phoneme or pronunciation models, but capture the net effect of these in a rank ordered text-to-text mapping based on learning from an appropriately segmented training set.
By way of published history of the methods investigated in this area, we note the following. [8] experimented with a Finite State Transducer based model followed by the EM algorithm. [1], [3] used the alignment model used in statistical machine translation systems. [17] proposed a transliteration method without any parallel resources. Other approaches to transliteration include—using bilingual corpora, web-mining and comparing terms of different languages in a phonetic space. [21] compared and evaluated transliteration alignment and its impact on transliteration efficiency. To see in context, our work considers a source-target language alignment for an Indian language by considering the syllable-like segments instead of individual characters. Segmenting word pairs as 'syllabic sequences' instead of characters was mentioned in [10] and [22] using rule based approaches. [18], [16] used monotone search based models and bi-directional character alignment respectively for a substring based transliteration system, which is a form of segmentation. [7] used dynamic programming to learn the segmentation process. There is also another route followed in [24] which solves the easier problem of transliteration as a special case of machine translation by using phrase-based statistical machine translation techniques. This is in effect the closest to our approach, but our easier method is specifically tailored for Indic languages.

Due to lack of standardized data sets for Transliteration into Indic languages, our experiments were done on an artificially created and partially validated dataset from a monolingual word-list, by generating multiple possible Romanized spellings for every given Telugu word in a word-list (this portion of the paper can be thought of as engineering to create a dataset, and not in the main flow). We believe that the results would be the same if we had standardized data sets. Also we note that we did not use any post-processing based on a speller for better ranking but used bigram-trigram weights to rank order, and we believe that this did not have significant effect on our results. Also since our method is extensible to most Indic and also other language groups, we believe similar results would apply there.

2. LEARNING A TRANSLITERATION FROM SYLLABLE-LIKE ALIGNMENT

Say we are given a sufficiently large set of training pairs (s,t) where s and t are from the source language S and target language T. The problem is to learn a general transliteration mapping from the S to T such that given an unseen word s from S, we can construct a reasonable transliteration t from T. The basic idea is to learn this by enumerating and estimating the mapping by segmenting each two-word pair <s,t> in the training set into disjoint concatenated segments < s=(s₁, s₂,..., sₖ), t=(t₁, t₂,..., tₗ)>, such that k=1, and each sᵢ aligning with tᵢ for all1 <= i < k. Instead of a brute force segmentation which is intractable, we can use a character level segmentation [9] or choose a segmentation of the source and target words in some consistent and natural way – one clear choice is a fixed syllable and sub-syllable based segmentation grounded in phonology and phonotactics. This is the method we adopt. The question now is whether this approach can learn the Transliteration more accurately than the character level approach, with the same or similar training set. Intuitively the answer seems to be yes, the reason why we started this work, but however, our results seem to indicate otherwise.

Here, we learn the mapping with the maximum entropy method used in [9], which is this: given a sequence pair < s=(s₁, s₂,..., s₉), t=(t₁, t₂,..., t₉)>, and the next segments < sp+1, tₚ+₁ >, the joint probability of this occurring is determined by how many times this event occurred in the training set (subject to window length constraints): if it did not occur at all, then we assume that all such
events have equal likelihood, which is the assumption that maximizes the entropy of the state (hence the name). So the algorithm that does this will simply keep track of the probabilities in a table as training proceeds: during test time, the input sequence is parsed from left to right (subject to window constraints) and the probability sequence unwound from the table - when we reach the right end, we would have computed a probability of every target sequence thus encountered- by keeping only the larger probability target sequences (a process we term as beam forming where the beam represents the higher probability expansions from left to right), we can keep the complexity under check while not losing the top candidate target sequences. By looking at transliteration units (TU) that are k windows to the left and right of the current TU, when looking for a proper alignment, we maintain a context (note that the context is learnt not enforced) and also build the probability beam.

We borrow from the Speech domain the syllable or sub-syllable as the unit of segmentation: the simple (V, VC, CV, CVC) model of syllable-formation comes to mind, but defining the syllable boundary consistently for a single language as well as from source to target is needed to make training in this context possible. We adopt a simple model (explained in Section 3) to segment the words of both languages during Training. This model is designed to enforce phonetic consistency (of the source and the target segmentations) by appealing to vowel sequences as markers (we have also tried a consistent syllable/sub-syllable segmentation but the results were not significantly different and training sets need to be larger in this case to learn the larger and more varied segments in addition to larger training times). The Indic language of our choice during training was Telugu - however, the methods would work identically for other Indic languages as well, and for many other languages as well.

3. **OUR APPROACH TO WORD SEGMENTATION AND ALIGNMENT**

For details on syllabic and phonetic structure of Indic languages and scripts, we refer the reader to [12]. We explored a couple of approaches to word segmentation during both Training and Testing, but here we focus on the details of only one. One can construct other methods based on the (V, VC, CV, CVC) model also (we in fact did this), but we believe that the specific method used here does not have a significant bearing on the conclusions we reach.

### 3.1 Word Segmentation during Training Phase

The English word is first broken into segments in a multi stage process:

1. Aligning the English-Indic pair character by character
2. Segmentation of the Indic word
3. Using the segmented Indic word and the character alignment to generate Indic script based segmentation of the English word.

**Step 1: Character by Character Alignment of the English-Indic pair:**

The English characters are aligned to Indic character sequences, by making use of a mapping between English and Indian alphabets to decide on the alignment. The English character alignment array is of the length equal to the English string and its elements can take values of (0,1,2) depending on how many Indic characters does the English character map to. The process of character alignment proceeds as follows:
1. Iterate through the English word character by character
2. At each character, check the respective Indic character. If the English character can map to the current and next Indic characters (which can be understood from the mapping table) assign 2 to the corresponding alignment array element and increment the Indic character index. Else, if the English character can map to the current Indic character, assign 1 to the corresponding alignment array element. Else, if the English character does not map to the current Indic character at all, assign 0 to the corresponding alignment array element.

This will give our English character alignment array by the end of iterations through the English string. A sample mapping for English-Telugu alignment (“#” indicates null mapping) is in the Figure below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Letter</th>
<th>Telugu Mappings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| a              | ఎ, ఎ, ఇ, ఇ, ఐ, ఐ, ఐ, ఐ, ఐ |}
| c              | ఎ, ఎ, ఎ, ఎ, ఎ, ఎ, ఎ, ఎ, ఎ |}
| g              | క, క, క, క, క, క, క, క |}
| h              | క, క, క, క, క |}

Step 2: Generating Indic Segment Array:

Here, each half vowel that combines with a consonant (preceding it in the character sequence) is treated as a separate unit. Therefore, the word Australia (అస్ట్రేలియ) splits into ( in Telugu Script). While, splitting by character, the word has 11 characters-

The Indic segmentation array is an array of length equal to the number of segments of the Indic string (6 in this case). Each element of this array indicates the number of characters in that segment. Hence, the Indic segment array here is (1 2 2 2 2 2). Just like diphthongs in English, certain Indic languages (like Hindi) allow juxtaposition of two full vowels, and our method can be suitably modified to take care of this.

Step 3: Generating English Segment Array:

The English segment array is generated by combining the English character alignment array generated from Section \ref{step1} and Indic segmentation array generated previously as follows: For the example considered, English character Array: (1 0 2 2 1 1 1 2) and the Indic segmentation Array (1 2 2 2 2 2).

The English segments Array is equal in length to the Indic segments Array and each element in it will be equal to the number of English character array elements that should be combined to form an Indic segmentation array element. For example in the word-pair, (Australia, (అస్ట్రేలియ), the English segmentation becomes (au-s-t-ra-li-a). Note that this is based on simple sequential addition of the English character array to match the number in the Indic segment array, and iterating - the number of iterations determines the number of English segments generated. For example, the English segment array here is (2 1 1 2 2 1), where the first 2 represents the number
of elements from the English character array to sum up to the first number (that is, 1) in the Indic segment array. We have verified the phonetic consistency of this scheme arising from positioning on the vowel markers. Some sample alignments are shown here, including non-Indic origin words

\[(\text{might} - \text{త్తెఠ}) : (\text{mi-gh-t} - \text{త్తెఠ})\]

and source words with silent characters

\[(\text{write} - \text{త్తెఠ}) : (\text{w-ri-te} - \text{స్త్తెఠ})\]

\[(\text{jefferson} - \text{ట్టెఠాట్టెఠ}) : (\text{je-f-fe-r-s-o-n} - \text{స్త్తెఠాట్టెఠ})\]

### 3.2 Word Segmentation during Testing Phase

During testing phase, the absence of a word pair makes the segmentation process slightly tricky, since the Segmentation of English word is based on that of a putative Indic word. This is done in two steps:

1. An approximate Unicode (Indic word) representation of the Roman word is obtained
2. Word segmentation algorithm explained in previous section is applied on this word pair

English word-Its approximate Unicode representation.

Obtaining an approximate Unicode representation of the Roman word is done by maintaining an approximate one-to-one mapping between the English alphabet and Indic alphabet. This need not cover all the Indian alphabet, since it is only an intermediate stage. For example, a sample mapping will be similar to that of the alignment in the figure in Step 1 of 3.1: a one-one mapping between consonants and one-to-two mapping for vowels to enable choosing one of them depending on their presence after consonants or independent existence. Thus, for (Australia), the Telugu equivalent in this mapping will be \(\text{ట్టెఠాట్టెఠ}\). Now, from the previous section: English alignment Array: (1 0 2 2 1 1 1 1) (Refer: Step 1 of previous section), and the Indic segment Array: (1 2 2 2 1) (Refer: Step 2 of previous section). Hence, the English segments array: (2 1 1 2 2 1) is \(\text{au-s-t-ra-li-a}\). Thus the segmentation is performed on English words during the Testing phase, in the absence of parallel word pairs. Note the slight difference in the array elements between training and testing phase, which does not lead to any loss in accuracy. Again, we have manually verified the segmentation of innumerable test words to ensure the results of this paper are not affected by errors in this section.

### 3.3 Learning a Good Segment Mapping

We trained a segmentation based transliterator using a language-agnostic learner which works as follows:

1. Take the training pair and segment and align as mentioned in the previous section. (The datasets are explained in Section 4).
2. Run the Maximum Entropy method of [9], suitably modified to learn on segments instead of characters. This gives us the mapping probabilities of (English -> Indic) segments learned from the context of the Training set
3. On a test input, we produce a beam as in [9], with the additional step of further re-ranking using language bigrams and trigrams. The weights assigned to the bigrams and trigrams are chosen on a trial and error basis. A weighted sum of \((3^{\text{bigram}} + 2^{\text{trigram}})\) was found to give optimal performance.
4. DATA SETS: TRAINING AND TESTING

As explained before, due to lack of standardized training sets for Indic languages, the dataset for training was generated automatically while the test set was obtained from a series of user experiments.

Training Set Collection: The parallel data has been automatically generated applying a set of transliteration rules (as explained in Section 3.1), created heuristically, on the monolingual word list, obtained from a search engine index. These rules mapped each alphabet from the Indian language word to possible Roman equivalents. We have obtained 200K word pairs through this process. However, a subset of this collection was chosen for training purpose.

Optimal Training Set Collection: We applied a greedy algorithm based approach followed in speech corpus creation ([20] and [11]), to select optimal training data. Thus, a dataset of around 80K words were chosen to train the transliterator.

Test Data: The test transliteration data was obtained through a series of data collection experiments with live users and it consisted of a general conversational text. A data of 20K word pairs was collected through these experiments, for the language pair - English-Telugu.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We evaluated the segmentation as well as character alignment based transliteration, using the metrics defined by [6]. The table figure here shows the results on the optimal training set, of both the character alignment and segmentation approaches with different feature sets. Here, ACC-i stands for accuracy at position i or less, and MRR stands for mean reciprocal rank. We use a three dimensional feature vector (a,b,c), where {a} and {b} refers to window of source units before and after the current transliteration unit, {c} refers to the window of the target units before the current transliteration unit. This models the local contextual component of the learner, and long range contextual dependence was not modeled. Perhaps as a result of this, the learner converged quite rapidly indicating that the local context was being identified quickly in the learning process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character level alignment</th>
<th>Syllable level alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alignment Without Reranking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Segmentation without Reranking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Set &gt;</td>
<td>Feature Set &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>(3.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-2</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-5</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean F-score</td>
<td>0.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRR</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alignment with Reranking</strong></td>
<td><strong>Segmentation with Reranking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Set &gt;</td>
<td>Feature Set &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-2</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC-5</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean F-score</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRR</td>
<td>0.423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be observed that our approach improved the Top-1 transliteration accuracy. However we can also see that the original character alignment model outperformed our subsyllable-like model when the Top-10 results of the system are re-ranked using simple and common techniques,
including bigram frequencies (these experiments were repeated on the full training dataset of 200K, with similar numbers, which proved our intuition of selecting the optimum training set to be correct). A possible explanation of the above results: the Indic phonetic/grapheme/unicode matching and unicode concatenation form a natural training "window" making the previous simple unicode based character level alignment method at least as powerful compared to our syllable based method.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Based on the methods here and the results from our experimentation, we did not see any gains from the syllable-like approach of the transliteration. We think that the conclusions would be the same regardless of the learning method used. We think that if we repeated our experiments on other Indic languages, the findings would not change, and would still favor the atomic letter level alignment, in spite of the seeming attractiveness of syllable-like segmentation and alignment. We suspect that the syllable-like method is not learning any increased contextual discrimination between a compound symbol (e.g. "ta") as opposed to their broken-down components (e.g. "t" + "a"), either because that increased contextual discrimination does not exist in the training set (or in the language meaning that the alternate phonetic contextual sub-sequences are equally likely, yielding maximum entropy anyway) or the method is being overwhelmed by the much larger set of compound symbols. While this is not the last word on the utility of our syllable-like transliteration method, it looks like it is hard to beat the learning of a traditional letter-level or atomic-level mapping (by the way, this method can also learn compound symbol combinations when needed by varying window sizes) and its most significant advantage is that it is mostly language agnostic.
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